
Download the free Smart Remote app now!
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Everyone's hearing is different. For this reason, Audio  
Service offers a comprehensive range of accessory items. 
Together with you, your hearing system specialist can  
select the perfect complement to your Audio Service  
hearing systems from this comprehensive product range 
and explain to you how to use the systems optimally. 

Just ask your hearing system specialist. He or she will be 
happy to advise and support you.

EXPERIENCE INTELLIGENT  
TECHNOLOGY WHICH CONNECTS COMFORTABLE 

HEARING

HEARING SYSTEM ACCESSORIES 
FROM AUDIO SERVICE
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Android is a registered trademark of Google Inc.

 SMART REMOTE APP
USE YOUR SMARTPHONE AS A REMOTE CONTROL

With our free apps, it’s even simpler to operate your  
hearing systems.

The Smart Remote app uses high-frequency sounds and 
works with no additional accessories. Use your smart-
phone to control your hearing systems. This enables you 
to individually adjust hearing programs or the volume 
without anyone noticing; the latest technology even al-
lows you to also adjust the direction and breadth of the 
focused area you wish to listen to.

The state-of-the-art design emphasizes the quality of the 
Smart Remote. The large keys and clearly arranged color 
display make this remote control particularly user-friendly. 

Smart Remote offers you the following functions: chang-
ing hearing programs, setting the volume, switching the 
hearing systems on and off, and an alarm function. A key 
lock prevents accidental changes to the settings of the 
Smart Remote.

Small and simple - this is Smart Key, the new remote  
control. With Smart Key, you can switch your hearing  
systems on and off, change hearing programs and  
individually adjust volume. A key lock prevents the push 
buttons from being accidentally pressed when carrying 
the Smart Key in your pocket. 

Smart Key works with high-frequency tones and is thus 
suitable for hearing systems with and without wireless 
functionality.

SMART REMOTE
THE CLASSIC REMOTE CONTROL

SMART KEY
THE REMOTE CONTROL THAT FITS IN YOUR POCKET

The Bluetooth® word mark and the logo are registered trademarks of Bluetooth SIG Inc. 
Any use of this brand name by AS AUDIO-SERVICE GmbH is under license. Other trademarks 
and trade names remain the property of the respective holder.
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 SMART CONNECT APP
PERSONALIZED HEARING SYSTEM CONTROLS

Using the Smart Connect app, you have the option of 
controlling the directional characteristics of your hearing 
systems yourself, depending on the technical features, for 
example, in Tech Levels 12 and 16 the direction and breadth 
of the area in focus. This can be an enormous advantage in 
particularly challenging hearing situations.

The app is an add-on to Smart Connect. The combination 
of remote control and app allows you to operate your  
hearing systems intuitively and simply. 

Particularly practical: If Smart Connect is not available, 
you can also use your smartphone as a remote control 
with the Smart Connect app.

The Smart Transmitter is an accessory for the Smart  
Connect remote control so that its audio streaming  
function can be used with devices which do not have any 
Bluetooth® wireless technology. 

The transmitter connects the television, stereo systems 
and other electronic devices which themselves have no 
Bluetooth function with Smart Connect. From there, the 
audio signals are transmitted wirelessly to your hearing 
systems.

SMART TRANSMITTER
SUPPORTS WIRELESS CONNECTIONS

Audio Service accessories allow you to utilize the func-
tions of selected hearing systems to their true potential.

• Would you like to make convenient telephone calls?

• Do you like to watch television?

• Do you enjoy listening to music?

•  Would you like to control your hearing systems with 
your smartphone?

Audio Service offers you an extensive range of accesso-
ries: remote control, charging station, audio streamer, and 
apps. You can even control many G4 and G3 products using 
your smartphone without any additional accessories.

Just ask your hearing system specialist which accessories 
are available for your hearing system. 

HEARING SYSTEM ACCESSORIES
FOR EVEN GREATER COMFORT

SMART CONNECT
THE MULTI-FUNCTIONAL REMOTE CONTROL

With Smart Connect from Audio Service, you can use all 
modern infotainment options such as wireless telephone 
calling, listening to music, and watching television. In  
addition, Smart Connect also functions as a remote  
control.

ADVANTAGES OF SMART POWER
   Practical charging station 

   Environmentally friendly

    Charges and dries your hearing systems overnight 

   Attractive and robust

Environmental friendliness is taking on ever greater im-
portance – we also want to offer you an environmen-
tally-friendly alternative to standard hearing system  
batteries. 

With Smart Power, constant changing of hearing system 
batteries is a thing of the past. Charge your hearing sys-
tems simply by using the attractive and practical charging 
station, avoiding the need to change the batteries con-
stantly.  

SMART POWER
THE CHARGING STATION FROM AUDIO SERVICE

Download the free  
Smart Connect app now


